RoomReady:
Meeting Room Intelligence
Everything just keeps getting smarter. Our phones recognize
who’s in our photos… our refrigerators know when we’re
low on milk… so why are meeting rooms still as clunky as
ever? Why does starting a meeting so often require headscratching, hair-pulling and calls for tech support?
At RoomReady, we’ve created a better way.

We innovate. You collaborate.
At RoomReady, we truly believe that meetings shouldn’t waste
your time. That’s why we work hard to make every meeting
room get better, every time it’s used. Our approach? It’s actually
quite simple.
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First, we mix our intelligent
software and proven hardware
to instantly transform your
meeting space from a static
room into a smart center for
collaboration.

Then, we work closely with your
team to implement strategies
that prevent support issues. This
means fewer issues for your
team and more productivity for
those in the meeting.

YOUR USERS want
a tailored meeting
experience that works
instantly, on every
device… in every room…
every time.

YOU want insights
into what problems
are happening – as
they happen – so they
can be fixed today,
as well as how rooms
are being used so you
can effectively plan for
tomorrow.

It’s a customer-centric approach to understanding your meeting
rooms…and it doesn’t stop there.
While your users are enjoying a productive meeting, we’re
working behind the scenes to gather the critical data that helps
you maximize the spaces you currently have, while also helping
you prepare for the future. We capture things like:
•
•
•
•

Usage patterns
Meeting statuses
Real-time incident reports
And more

Simply put, we are your eyes in the room when you aren’t there
– whether in a single room, within a building, across a campus,
or around the globe.

YOU BOTH want to
create a simple, reliable
and hassle-free meeting
room experience.

ROOMREADY gives you
all of this – and a whole
lot more.

Our Promise to You
With RoomReady, you – and all the people you support –
check your technology complexities at the door. No stress.
No mess. The room just works. Period.

Simple

Book, start and end a meeting with just one
touch, whether from a meeting room touch panel
or from our mobile app… no matter the meeting
technology platform.

Consistent

From the moment you enter until the moment
you leave, your meeting rooms are exactly as
you want them, based on your pre-established
tech settings or directly from our mobile app.

Data-Driven

Real-time analytics that provide everything
you need to know – and nothing you don’t – to
ensure you optimize, support and manage all
your meeting rooms and their technology, all
across the organization.

Supported

Experienced teams that mitigate most concerns
through remote diagnostics and proactive
maintenance strategies to ultimately minimize
downtime, reduce truck rolls and keep the user
in control.

If your rooms cause more frustration than collaboration,
go with the team that’s proven to continually improve the
meeting experience – one room at a time.
Check us out at roomready.com.

